Vue 2007

A spacious and practical compact sport-ute, the Saturn Vue has long been held back by its
unimpressive fit and finish and sloppy steering. Recent improvements in those areas, along
with the availability of a hybrid version, broaden its appeal considerably. Upon its debut five
years ago, the Saturn Vue attempted to separate itself from the compact SUV herd by way of
unique powertrains and construction. In addition to a choice of four- and six-cylinder engines,
Saturn's small ute also offered a choice of transmissions that included class-exclusive
five-speed automatic and continuously variable transmission CVT units. Other distinctions
included dent-resistant and rust-proof flexible body panels. A few years later, a Honda-sourced
V6 boasting hp became available, replacing Saturn's less potent and less refined 3. Due to
reliability concerns, the CVT was dropped, while complaints about an abundance of hard plastic
in the cabin brought a refresh last year that included upgraded door trim and a redesigned
center stack. Although build and materials quality still isn't a strong point for the Vue, the
accommodations in newer models are much closer to what similarly priced SUVs offer.
Thoughtful features like a low step-in height, pop-up grocery bag holder in the cargo area and a
roomy backseat give the Vue an easy-to-like nature that buyers in this segment are apt to find
comforting. The big news for the Saturn Vue line is the debut of the new Green Line hybrid
model. With fuel economy estimates of 27 mpg city and 32 mpg highway, it's not quite as frugal
as its chief competition, Ford's Escape Hybrid, but the Saturn is more powerful hp vs. On the
other end of the spectrum is the Red Line, which is essentially a sport version of the Vue,
complete with big alloy wheels, a lower body styling kit and a firmer, hunkered-down
suspension. For buyers shopping the mainstream compact SUV segment, the standard Saturn
Vue has its merits, such as a gutsy V6, a roomy cabin, a generous standard features list and a
body that resists dings and dents. Though it still lags behind class leaders such as the Toyota
RAV4 and Honda CR-V in terms of overall refinement and driving dynamics, it's still worth
checking out. Alternately, some shoppers might be drawn to the new Green Line. It's one of the
cheapest new hybrid vehicles you can buy and it still has the usual small-SUV advantages. Just
be aware that affordability comes at the expense of advanced technology. Because of its mild
hybrid system, the Green Line's fuel economy is well off the mark set by better-known hybrids
like the Toyota Prius and Civic Hybrid. The Saturn Vue is a compact SUV that's available with a
choice of three power plants: four-cylinder gasoline, four-cylinder gas-electric hybrid and V6
gas. The four-cylinder gas and hybrid versions are front-drive only, while the V6 can be had with
either front- or all-wheel drive. Even base four-cylinder Vues are well-equipped with the
following standard features: inch wheels, air-conditioning, keyless entry, full power features,
OnStar telematics, steering wheel audio controls, cruise control, tilt steering wheel, a
height-adjustable driver seat and a CD stereo with an auxiliary jack. Optional on the V6 models
is the Red Line Performance Package that features a lowered, sport-tuned suspension, inch
wheels, ebony leather seats with suede inserts, unique instrumentation and ambient footwell
lighting. Various other packages, such as the Comfort Package includes power driver seat and
heated front seats and Leather Appointments Package includes leather seating and steering
wheel wrap are available for other trim levels as well. The Vue can also be ordered with
upgraded audio systems, satellite radio, a sunroof and a rear-seat DVD entertainment system.
The base Vue is powered by a 2. The Vue Green Line hybrid has a 2. The V6 versions feature a 3.
All Vues are front-drive except for the V6 version, where one may choose either front-wheel
drive or all-wheel drive. Fuel mileage for the potent V6 is above average, as it's rated at 20 mpg
city, 28 mpg highway FWD. The Green Line hybrid garners ratings of 27 city and 32 highway.
The Green Line hybrid took Antilock brakes are standard on the V6 models and optional on the
others. Stability control and front-seat side airbags are not available, though side curtain
airbags are optional. In NHTSA frontal crash testing, the Saturn Vue earned a perfect five stars
for driver protection and four stars for front-passenger protection. Side-impact tests resulted in
a five-star rating across the board. In that agency's side-impact test, the Vue scored a "Poor"
the lowest possible , though the tested vehicle didn't have the optional side curtain airbags.
Engineered for a life on pavement, the Vue has a fully independent suspension that delivers a
comfortable, forgiving ride. Handling is on the soft side, and the electric power steering system
is somewhat vague. The four-cylinder gas and hybrid versions provide leisurely acceleration at
best, the price paid for frugal fuel usage. The burly V6 offers a substantial power boost that
makes the Vue very quick on its feet for a small SUV, though torque steer can be an issue
during hard acceleration. The Red Line performance upgrades reduce body roll around corners,
while eliminating most of the torque steer. The five-passenger Saturn Vue boasts an attractive
cabin with sound ergonomics. Last year's refresh brought improvements, such as soft-touch
door trim and faux wood accents, but the quality of most of the plastic trim is still below
average for this class. Larger adults will find the front seats a size smaller than competitors'
seats, but rear-passenger room is excellent, and a low step-in height makes getting in and out

easy. A foldable front-passenger seat allows the transport of extra-long cargo, while folding
down the rear seats provides Available styles include 4dr SUV 3. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Saturn VUE. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Below-average build quality,
undersized front seats, vague steering, missing some popular convenience and safety features.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. The big news for the Saturn Vue line is the debut of the Green Line hybrid version.
Putting out a respectable horsepower, the Vue Green Line also scores fuel-economy estimates
of 27 mpg city and 32 mpg highway. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Saturn Vue
Green Line - Reliable! And I love the "no rust" plastic outside - still looks nice. If Saturn was still
in business, I'd buy another one when this one quits on me! Read less. I love my new VUE. I still
can not believe how nice it drives, how great it looks, and how many features it has for the
money we paid. I just don't think you can beat it. This is the first Saturn I have bought and it will
not be the last. Bought the car new in Other than routine maintenance I have had almost no
problems at , miles. Surprisingly fast for what it is. I average approximately 25mpg on the
highway. Bought the Vue at 3 years old with 19k miles on it. It replaced a year-old SL2 that was
passed on to my husband. Six years later, only preventative maintenance thus far. Been reading
a lot regarding subframe rust issues, and due to living in the "Salt Belt" I'm a little nervous
about seeing it up on the lift. The Honda 3. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full
safety scores. Sponsored cars related to the VUE. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and
Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. This is a fresh trade
that has not and will not be serviced. This is just an alternative to taking it to the auction.
Odometer is miles below market average! Here at Glassman Automotive we believe in delivering
superior service and respect for our customers time. With Glassman Assurance you can expect
us to go above and beyond your expectations. We don't want to sell you a car we want to ''Help
you buy one''. Call today to schedule a test drive. This vehicle comes equipped with the V6 3.
Ready to go! You can call me at or email me at jmkaleh aol. Please check our web site at
jacobsautosales. It is being offered for sale AS - IS for a low price. It will go to a closed dealer
only auction unless otherwise sold beforehand. Other than a simple test drive, no mechanical
inspection has been done to the vehicle. Recent Arrival! Apple Ford Lincoln has zero
responsibility for any repairs after the sale. We do appreciate your business, and want to make
sure this vehicle is represented for what it is, a Pre-Wholesale vehicle. CALL ! Powered by a 3.
Our Front Wheel Drive XR shows off near 23mpg on the open road along with distinct styling,
fog lamps, and alloy wheels. Safety is paramount in our Saturn VUE and it will help keep your
mind at ease while on the road knowing it comes with multiple airbags, traction control, and
ABS! Print this page and call us Now Call or email for details. The following items have been
reconditioned on this vehicle: new brakes and new suspension parts! Best of all the price you
see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good
it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some
restrictions apply. Locally owned and traded. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be
deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus,
illness or disease. Long Box, 3. One Destination, So Many Choices! We sell and service all
makes and models and have over vehicles in inventory. Our employees are friendly and have
the experience to make your shopping experience comfortable and enjoyable. Start by filling out
a credit application at For more pictures and a video on every vehicle in our inventory please
visit our website, All advertised vehicles are subject to actual dealer availability. Options and
pricing are subject to change. We are not liable for pricing errors. See dealer for details. You'll
be in and out in 5 minutes or less. As vehicle technology evolves make sure you completely
understand all the features of your vehicle. Our TechTeam is here to help with set up and to
troubleshoot any issues. If you have any questions, please contact us directly and we'll be glad
to help! Jerry's Leesburg Ford is a full-service Ford Dealership. Some pre-owned vehicles

offered for sale; may be subject to recalls for defects, from the specific manufacturer of the
vehicle, which could cause serious injury. AWD Odometer is miles below market average!
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic
71 Manual 8. Engine Type Gas Cylinders 4 cylinders 35 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle
Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Check
Availability. New Listing. Frame damage. Price Drop. Showing 19 - 36 out of 91 listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Saturn Vue Green Line - Reliable! And I love the "no rust" plastic outside still looks nice. If Saturn was still in business, I'd buy another one when this one quits on me!
Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
15a 250v fuse home depot
vw fox engine
deutz f3l 1011 service manual download
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

